
REVENUE CYCLE MANAGEMENT 
Applications  to improve your financial performance 

https://goo.gl/bGv5Jo


The healthcare industry is struggling to cope with complex 
reimbursement models, com pliance pressures and declining 
collections. BillingParadise provides you financial and performance 
management tools that will transform your claims data into 
actionable intelligence. Make fact-based financial decisions, monitor 
key revenue cycle KPIs and realize positive financial outcomes with 
our suite of power-packed RCM tools. 

OUR PROMISE



Do you let claims slip through the cracks 

and disappear? Eliminate AR cycle 

inefficiencies, follow-up better and increase 

collections in simple clicks. Bring your 

team and data together on a single, 

innovative and robust platform. ARAnalyzer 

offers across the board receivables 

management solutions. 

Quick snapshot of its features: 

ARAnalyzer-  CLEAR AR BACKLOGS AND OPTIMIZE RECEIVABLES

Follows an automated receivables 
management workflow to systematically 
decrease days in AR 

Prioritizes and organizes pending AR into 
buckets based on age, value of claim and 
insurer

Provides AR reports that allow multi-level 
drill down 

Automatically tracks and updates the 
financial outcome of account receivables 
followed up on 

Improves consistency, accuracy and 
transparency in the AR management 
process through actionable insights
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https://goo.gl/fOIka8


DenialManager - YOUR GATEWAY TO REDUCE DENIALS

At BillingParadise we understand that being 

a successful healthcare organization 

hinges on minimizing denials and 

improving cash recovery strategies. 

Identify, track and prevent claim denials in 

one powerful, secure and feature-rich 

application. DenialPreventer unites denial 

information from your existing systems 

into a single, customizable database.  

Key features at a glance: 
Using user-defined business rules 
DenialManager automatically routes denials to 
the right person enabling quicker resolution

Maps denial reason codes to identify denial 
trends and address problem areas

Creates an audit trail so the productivity of the 
denial management team can be easily 
monitored

Categorizes denials into different follow-up 
groupings

Offers extensive reports and classifies denials 
by denial type/payer/value of claim/remark code 
etc., 

Automates the appeals creation and submission 
process
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https://goo.gl/3mhBQF


Do you have a hard time managing 

contracts? Are you being consistently 

underpaid? Discover overlooked revenue 

opportunities and gain a 360 degree 

visibility of contract analytics with 

ContractEdge. This is data that conveys a 

lot more than just numbers… 

Get the contract negotiation 
edge

ContractEdge – FOR BETTER PERFORMING CONTRACTS

Identifies payment errors and helps 
medical practices recover lost 
reimbursement with data driven insights 

Scrutinizes insurer compliance with 
contractual terms and audit remittances 

Mitigates compliance risks, evaluates 
contract performance and helps in creating 
more profitable fee schedules 

Runs comparison reports across various 
fee schedules 

Provides updated Medicare fee schedules 
to enable better contract management  
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https://goo.gl/zexvN1


CodePro – OVERCOME MEDICAL CODING CHALLENGES    

The volume and structure of ICD-10 has 

transformed the way healthcare 

organizations code. It is essential that 

medical coders are equipped with efficient 

tools and platforms to increase 

productivity and reduce fluctuations to the 

coding cycle. CodePro, with its 

comprehensive features and reports, can 

be a potent weapon in your revenue cycle 

arsenal.

5 smart features of CodePro 

Lists out top paying CPT codes so users 
know where to focus on to drive up revenue

Automatically assigns work lists to coders 
based on specialty and EHR specific 
expertise

Reduces DNFB and increases coding 
accuracy

Scrubs codes and runs NCCI, MUE, 
procedure code and outpatient code edits

Runs comparison reports on the 
reimbursement provided by insurers for 
each medical code 
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https://goo.gl/3dWCa2


ClaimCheck – BECAUSE EVERY CLAIM MATTERS…  

A recent study reveals that a shocking 

$83,000 are spent, per physician annually 

by healthcare organizations on interactions 

and follow-ups with insurers. Most 

interactions can be tied back to one factor- 

claim errors. Our efficient and feature-

packed claims analysis tool comes with 

extensive, built-in edits. Submit cleaner 

claims and accelerate your claims cycle. 

Today. 

A quick snapshot of ClaimCheck 

Gain visibility across your entire claims 
cycle, right from claims creation to claims 
submission in a few taps.

Monitor the journey of individual claims in 
real-time

View payer specific claims data 

Beautifully designed and easily navigable 
interface

Inbuilt claims scrubbing tools to increase 
your first pass claim acceptance rate
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https://goo.gl/TC4X9F


theBillingBridge – DATA THAT SPEAKS TO YOU 

The tumultuous healthcare environment, 

throws up new challenges every day. And 

the biggest challenge medical practices 

face is tracking and analysing vital financial 

data. The slant is on revenue cycle 

efficiency, compliance and more updated 

RCM processes. Finally, a tool that 

understands this… theBillingBridge is a 

revenue cycle reporting and data analytics 

app that offers real-time visibility into 

your revenue cycle processes.  

Know the story behind the numbers 

Detailed, on-demand  revenue cycle reports 
that help users slice and dice critical 
financial data

Monitor and manage revenue cycle KPIs on 
the move as theBillingBridge is built from the 
ground-up to work in iOS and Android 
powered environment. 

Our full-featured APIs simplify app 
integration. theBillingBridge is integrated 
with several major EMR/EHRs.

Provides extensive net collection reports that 
detail insurer and patient collections

Comes with secure communication options. 
Users can raise and resolve queries within 
the app
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https://goo.gl/GWCPwE


About us 
BillingParadise is a revenue cycle management company with 
footprints all across the country. We help healthcare organizations 
maintain a positive cash-flow, stay compliant and reduce cost to 
collect. Our tools and applications will enable medical practices to 
take quick decisions about their revenue cycle operations. 

Address:732 N. Diamond Bar Blvd, STE 
110,Diamond Bar, CA -91765 

Toll- Free: +1-888-571-9069. 

Fax: 909-992-3632 

Mail: california@billingparadise.com 

 Website: https://www.billingparadise.com/ 
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